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[1] 2A Lee Chi Yung, Michael 
 

New Design for a New Me 
 

 Time to have a change. I am tired of my old clothes. Let me design some 
new ones for myself. Let me start with the accessories for myself. I like the color 
blue. Therefore I would wear a pair of blue glasses with a red cap.  
 
 As for the top of my body, I would like to wear a striped green T-shirt and a 
plain belt.  
 
 For the pants, I would like to wear dotted brown trousers because those are 
trendy. 
 
 For the shoes, I would like red trainers. 
 
 Finally, I think my design is very good. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
( image source : http://www.freepik.com/free-vector/hand-drawn-men-style_811410.htm ) 
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[2] 5A Ho Yuk Yee, Yvette 
 

A Letter to the Editor 
 

Dear Editor, 
 
 Recently, I have read an article about the increasing number of students 
working part-time while they are studying and I am now writing to express my 
view on this issue. Some of the students work part-time to get more job 
experience while the majority of them aim to be able to buy what they want such 
as the latest smartphones. In my opinion, I have a strong belief that secondary 
students should not work part-time while they are studying for some reasons. 
 
 Secondary students should not work part-time since it will have adverse 
effects on their academic performance. There is no denying the fact that Hong 
Kong is a competitive city. Not many students can secure a place in the university 
due to the insufficient tertiary institutions. Therefore, secondary students should 
study as hard as they can for the sake of their prospects. If they work part-time, 
the time they can spend on their studies will be deprived. As a result, their 
academic results in school as well as in the public examinations will be adversely 
affected. 
 
 Moreover, working part-time has detrimental consequences on secondary 
students' daily routine and health. In Hong Kong, students are required to attend 
school in the early morning. A regular school day usually lasts for nine to eleven 
hours. Not only do students need to finish a myriad of assignments, but they also 
have to prepare for tests and dictations. The workload is heavy enough for them. 
However, if they have to work part-time, there is no doubt that their mental 
conditions will not be good as a result of the enormous amount of work. Since  
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they are exhausted, they cannot concentrate on the lessons and will end up 
learning nothing. Such lifestyle will also be harmful to their health. To maintain 
their mental and physical health, students should not work part-time while they 
are studying. 
 
 Also, students should treasure their time and equip themselves with good 
values. Undoubtedly, time is a priceless asset. Everyone should make good use 
of their time especially secondary students who will be the pillars of society 
shortly. Therefore, secondary students should enrich themselves with knowledge 
and take part in a wide variety of activities provided by their schools so that their 
character values such as compassion and respect can be developed. Only with 
good values can they be successful in their future career. If students work part-
time, they will lose the meaningful time they can spend equipping themselves 
with good qualities they need to find a lucrative job. As a matter of fact, job 
experience does not count as much compared with good values when it comes 
to seeking employment. 
 
 In conclusion, secondary students working part-time do more harm than 
good. Their academic performance, lifestyle and future career prospects will be 
severely affected. Instead of working part-time while they are studying, they 
should work hard in school. 
 
Yours faithfully 
Chris Wong 
 

( image source : http://www.champmoneyindia.in/2016/12/partimejobindia.html ) 
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[3] 4A Fong Shun Yu 
 

Overcome My Problem 
 

 When I was a child, I faced many 
problems and challenges. I joined many 
competitions like football matches, the Speech 
Festival, etc. In all these activities, I faced 
many challenges, but I didn't feel hopeless as 
I would seek help if necessary. However, there 
is still one problem that I can't solve today. I 
have faced it ever since I was a baby. It came 
from the natural world – thunderstorm. 
 
 Some kids are scared of thunder because they are small and don't know what 
thunder is. When I was a kid, I was always scared of thunder. I remember when 
I was four years old, I was so active and naughty that I broke a vase. Then my 
father threatened that if I were naughty again, I would get killed by thunder and 
lightning. It dealt a significant blow to me because I thought that was true. After 
this bad memory, I have become a healthy child, but I'm still scared of thunder. 
That is embarrassing. 
 
 Now, I am 15 years old, but I still cannot forget this fear. I have to 
instinctively keep my hands on my ears and wear an eye mask when it is raining. 
Although I know that bad memory isn't true, I still get frightened. Sometimes, 
this way doesn't work because if it rains cats and dogs, the sound of thunder will 
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get bigger as if it was the sound of a huge explosion. So, I can do nothing except 
shake my body in my bed. At school, I am grateful that my friends don't sneer at 
my weakness. 
 
 Last month, I found the best way to overcome my problem. I kept three cats 
when I was young. They were all afraid of thunder too. I tried to comfort my 
three cats when there was a thunderstorm. I found that it was a good way to 
reduce the fear while comforting them. So, I believe that we can solve our 
problems, challenges, and even our weaknesses. If we don't do anything and just 
evade the problem, we can't surpass ourselves at last. 
 
( image source : http://www.really-learn-english.com/image-files/uncount-thunder.png ) 
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[4] 4B Leung Cheuk Ki, Jacky 
 

My School Hero 
 

 Hello everyone. Today I want to share about my school hero. 
 
 Mr Kwok is an English teacher and also the class teacher of Class 4B. He is 
also the advisor of the BLCWC football club. 
 
 When I was a Form 1 student, I joined the football club and met Mr Kwok. 
He always smiles and helps us passionately. His smile makes him unique. He is 
caring like a father to me. 
 
 He watches our matches every weekend. I feel he is generous. He always 
buys some drinks to support us after the game. ‘Just a game. Take it easy. Enjoy 
it!" It was his catchphrase when we started to play football. Although he is 
always busy with his job, he always spends his personal time to help us. 
 
 Mr Kwok always says, ‘Study is important!' I felt annoyed after I heard this 
when I was a little boy. But now I agree with him entirely. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
( image source : http://www.abcteachingresources.com/shop/handwriting+practice/Vocabulary.html ) 
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[5] 4B Choy Tsz Mei 
 

I Love My Mother 
 
Dear Mum, 
 
 Hi! I am feeling worried while I am writing this letter because I am afraid 
you will be annoying again. Your typical questions "Why don't you bring your 
phone to the bathroom?" or "Why do you come home so late?" pop up in my 
mind. Your annoyance reminds me that I am your daughter. I argue with you all 
the time. Our relationship is not good. I just want to have a free and wonderful 
childhood so every time I still answer you to make you feel good. In fact, I don't 
want you to control me all the time. However, a book has changed the way I see 
you. 
 
 In May, I read a book about a naughty boy called Max. He always thinks his 
mum doesn't care about him. He feels very lonely and upset. Once, he cannot 
stand it anymore, so he wears his wolf suit and does some naughty things. His 
mother is scared and calls him ‘wild thing!' Then he is sent to bed without eating 
anything. At night he dreams of going to a forest where the wild things have 
terrible teeth and roar their terrible roars. However, Max uses the magic trick to 
make him king of all wild animals. Although Max has the power, he is just a 
child. In fact, Max just wants someone to love him. Then he goes to find his 
mum, who has already prepared supper for him. 
 
 From this story, I learned that you keep asking me because you care about 
me. You are afraid that I spend too much time using the phone. You fear that I  
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become rebellious and make friends with the bad guys. Among all of your 
children, I am the most stubborn one. I always think I am correct. No matter 
what I do, you will still forgive me and still love me. The ending of the story 
reminds me that no matter what happens you still care for me. The door of home 
is always open to me. When I argue with Katy, you will try to stop us. I thought 
you were not fair. But now I know it is because you love me. 
 
 All in all, I know you are the best mum in the world. I love you in any 
situation. I am looking forward to taking care of you when you need me! 
 
Love, 
Mei 
 
( image source : https://dribbble.com/shots/2664045-Mother-s-Day-Greeting ) 
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[6] 1D Wong Pui Shing 
 

The Naughty Dog Matty 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Last Sunday, Jenny walked in the park with her dog. The dog’s name was 
Matty. She said, ‘Today is a nice day! Isn’t it, Matty?’ Matty barked, ‘Woof! 
Woof!’ and wagged this tail. 
 
 Suddenly, Matty ran away! Jenny shouted, ‘Oh my goodness! What are you 
doing?’ Matty showed his claws and scratched a man! The man was Louis. Louis 
shouted, ‘Hey! What is happening? Why the dog was scratching me?’ Jenny said, 
‘Maybe you are too handsome.’ Louis said, ‘Oh! Thank you.’ 
 
 Meanwhile.,Matty bit him. Jenny shouted, ‘Stop! Don’t bite people.’ Louis 
passed out. Finally, Jenny called the police. The police officers took him to the 
police station and ask him about what happened. Matty barked, ‘Woof. woof 
woof! woof?’ The officer said, ‘OK. I know that, but you can’t do that anymore. 
You will hurt people.’ Matty barked,’Woof……’ Jenny woke up, and realized 
that it was a funny dream. 
 
( image source : https://www.what-dog.net/Images/faces2/scroll0015.jpg ) 
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[7] 2A Lu Tsz Ching, Maisy 
 

Online Shopping 
 

 Online Shopping is a great invention of modern technology. Nowadays, 
many people such as my family like to shop online. I like to buy things from 
online shops because the quality of goods is good and prices are lower than retail 
stores. I usually go online to buy things such as clothes, shoes and pens. My 
favourite online shopping website is Taobao because it is convenient, easy and 
quick to use. Let me tell you why I like shopping online. 
 
 First, you can find the lowest price items in the online shops. Finding many 
shops is easy.  
 
 Secondly, you can buy anytime on smartphones or computers. You do not 
need to go to a shopping centre. 
 
 Thirdly, online shopping is popular. Many people always buy things online 
because it is easy and quick. It is as easy as pie shopping online.   
 
 Lastly, some online stores may offer discounts, such as “buy three, get one 
free”. Some may have twenty percent off when you shop online. Some stores 
may even give some gifts to you.  
 
 What's best is that you don't have to pay cash. You can pay by Octopus or 
alipay. These are the reasons why I love shopping online. Are you interested in 
shopping online then? 
 

( image source : http://www.truthmedia.gr/en/blog/e-shop/top-10-benefits-online-shopping ) 
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[8] 4B Chia Chi Yue, Maisie 
 

A Bad Day at School 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 Yesterday was the worst day of my school life ever! It was a horrible day, 
and I will never forget it. 
 
 In the morning, I woke up late. I quickly ran to the bus stop, and it was raining 
hard. I didn't bring my umbrella, and I had to wait for ages in the rain for the bus. 
When I arrived at school, it was already the first recess. 
 
 I rushed up to the classroom, and I noticed all my classmates were doing 
Mathematics revision. I forgot we would have Mathematics quiz after recess! 
The quiz was crucial because it carried part of my course mark. Finally, I got a 
C, and my Mathematics teacher scolded me hard. He kept me after school till 7 
p.m. 
 
 Another bad thing happened in Chinese lesson. There was a ringtone sound 
suddenly coming from somewhere. All my classmates were looking around, then 
they all looked at me. My Chinese teacher walked beside me and asked me to 
open my school bag. She found that my phone was ringing. I couldn't believe it 
because I remembered that I had already muted my phone in the morning. As a 
result, my Chinese teacher confiscated my phone, and it was kept in the office 
for a week. 
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 At lunch, I forgot to bring my wallet to school, and I had no money to buy 
lunch, so I didn't eat anything. I was starving, and I felt dizzy, but I still had 
lessons in the afternoon. 
 
 After lunch, there was an unseen English dictation, and I spelt all the words 
wrong. I scored zero, but all my classmates got high marks. I felt very upset. 
 
 Yesterday was the worst day in my life, and I don't want to talk about it 
anymore. 
 
( image source : http://calendarholidays.xyz/holiday/128/have-a-bad-day-day ) 
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[9] 1B Ho Chak Fung 
 

My Best Friend 
 

 My friend is Tinn. He always speaks to others, and he is often funny. He 

usually plays phone games at the weekend. He likes Chinese history most 

because the teacher is funny and interesting. He loves to eat buffet food because 

he can eat a lot of food that he likes. 

 

 My other friend is Harry. He often plays football with his friends at the 

weekend. He likes science because he thinks he is curious and creative. His 

favourite hobby is playing ball games because he is energetic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
( image source : http://www.freepik.com/free-vector/nice-friends-together-background_898290.htm ) 
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[10] 5A Ng Sung Yip, Ryan 
 

How School Can Help Stop Student Smoking 
 

  A problem has appeared at school. Some 
students have been caught smoking on school 
property. Nowadays, there are a lot of channels 
to buy cigarettes, such as at the convenience 
stores and from the Internet. However, it is 
against the law with regard to selling cigarettes 
to those under 18. In fact, the sellers intend to 
make a profit so they neglect the age of 
customers. Thus, it is easy for students to 

purchase cigarettes and they may have a bad behavior of smoking. It is 
impossible to block all the chances of purchasing cigarettes. The following are 
three solutions which may help students to quit smoking and prevent them from 
stepping on a road of no return. 
 
 The first solution is to make promotions about the ways of quitting smoking. 
For example, making a poster which informs students of the bad effects of 
smoking briefly. It is important for students who do not have any source of 
money. Despite the fact that their parents give them enough money, it wastes 
money for them to buy cigarettes. It will ruin the relationship between the parents 
and their children. The parents will find it unacceptable for their children to 
smoke and buy cigarettes. The consequences of smoking can be stuck on the 
noticeboards. Another method is to organize a talk. The talk can be about the 
ingredients of cigarettes which may cause serious diseases such as lung cancer. 
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Students can know that smoking does more harm than good in the talk. The 
advantage is that students who have ever smoked can think whether smoking is 
their only interest and whether it is necessary to smoke or not. 
 
 Secondly, schools should stop using an unyielding method to control 
students’ mind. Scolding is not the right way to urge students to abstain from 
smoking. Students may ignore the teachers and refuse to listen to their advice, 
which is actually blaming. Listening patiently instead of scolding is an effective 
and peaceful way to solve this problem. Stress is a common problem which 
causes smoking. Smoking cannot represent whether a person is good or bad. 
Thus, understanding students’ mind is the best way to persuade them to avoid 
smoking. 
 
 Thirdly, we are a shield to protect them. At the beginning, they may feel 
tough and powerless to resist the addiction. Giving up is the biggest enemy 
during the process of quitting smoking. Friends, teachers and the school should 
play an important role in encouraging them. Just a simple sentence like ‘you can 
do it’ can encourage them when they are confused. 
 
 Every step of the school affects students. Solving the problem of smoking is 
the first step to nurture students. They may dedicate themselves in the future as 
they are the future pillars of our society. 
 
( image source : http://sociorocketnewsen.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/smoking-no-no.jpg ) 
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[11] 1B Ng Erita 
 

A Wonderful School 
 

Our facilities 
We have a large hall where we have our assembly every Monday and Thursday 
in the morning. 
Our library is spacious as well as bright. We can borrow different kinds of books. 
When we have our science lessons, we go to the science lab. It is awesome. 
 
Our extra-curricular activities 
We have a Home Economics Club that we can cook different kinds of food. 
There is an English Debate Club that we go out and have debate competitions. 
Also, we can be the Environmental Ambassadors who are responsible for 
protecting the environment and helping to reduce global warming and air 
pollution. 
 
We have won a lot of prizes. We have a lot of wonderful and kind teachers. There 
are a lot of clubs that we can join. If you want to know more about our school, 
you can call 2467 6672. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

( image source : http://ru.freepik.com/free-vector/school-background-design_979220.htm ) 
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[12] 5B Wong Wai Cheung, William 
 

Proposal for Teaching Biking during PE 
 

Introduction 
We would like to put forward the following proposal for a new PE activity, which 
has been prepared by the sports club. This proposal will discuss the benefits and 
details of the biking lesson. 
 
Biking, a new PE activity 
Recently, some students at our school have become bored during PE lessons. 
Thus, we would like to include biking lesson, which reduces boredom. 
 
Become healthier 
Biking can help students become strong, muscular and healthier. Besides, they 
will have better academic performance because it reduces their chance of being 
sick. 
 
Build ‘never give up' spirit 
Biking is a sport, which requires great spirit. In particular, when students ride up 
the slopes, they cannot give up. If they give up, they will fall from the bike. Thus, 
biking helps keep students in high spirit. 
 
Details about biking 
We suggest a biking lesson once every two weeks. Also, we can hold it in the 
cycling park, which is near our school. Mr Wong, the winner of the Hong Kong 
Biking Competition, will train the students. He supplies all the bikes and 
equipment. Students need to pay $100 only. 
 

( image source : http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/91cpCdr8ihL._SL1500_.jpg ) 
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[13] 3A Lam Hei Tsai, Ivan 
 

A Travel Blog Entry 

 
 Last month, I visited the official 
website of the Macau Government 
Tourist Office, and I found lots of 
information and beautiful pictures of 
Macau. I found this place fascinating, 
so I decided to go to Macau with my 
family the following week.  
 
 Finally, we went to Macau last week. We spent an hour on the ferry, and we 
arrived at Macau in the morning. Then we went to our hotel which we had 
booked two weeks ago. After we put down our suitcases, we went sightseeing at 
Macau Tower. The views of Macau from the Macau Tower was fantastic. My 
father went bungee jumping at the Macau Tower, and he said that was exciting. 
After that, all of us felt a little bit hungry, and we went to the Lord Stow's Bakery 
to try some local food. I love the pork chop bun and Portuguese egg tart. These 
were very delicious. Next, we went to the Hac Sa beach. We swam and enjoyed 
the sunbathing there. At night, we went back to our hotel and took a long break 
until the next day.  
 
 On the second day, we visited a museum. There are lots of exhibits in the 
museum. After visiting the museum, we went shopping for souvenirs at the 
shopping mall. I bought lots of local snacks as souvenirs. In the afternoon, we 
went sightseeing again at Ruins of St Paul's. I took lots of beautiful photos there.  
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 Finally, we went back to Hong Kong in the evening. We all felt exhausted 
and took a rest at home. 
 
 I think Macau is a good place for everyone to go because it is near Hong 
Kong. The distance from Hong Kong to Macau is not very far. We can always 
visit Macau. 
 
( image source : http://www.novagodina.co.rs/images/3167.jpg ) 
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[14] 2B Lakkham Sutichai 
 

My New Design 
 
 I like to look fashionable, so I design new clothes for myself.  
 
 On my head, I like to wear a black cap because it is awesome.  
 
 On the top of my body, I would like to wear a white T-shirt with a black 
jacket as I am smart.  
 
 On my hand, I like to wear a watch. 
 
 For the pants, I like to wear a brown belt with blue jeans because it is 
comfortable. 
 
 For the shoes, I want to wear black boots as they are simple. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
( image source : http://www.freepik.es/vector-gratis/modelos-masculinos-modernos_810647.htm ) 
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[15] 4A Cheung Ka Wing, Kayla 
 

Family is Important 
 
Dear Mum, 
 
 We always start our letter with ‘How are you?'. However, I think we are just 
like friends. Let's make it informal. In fact, I am very nervous while writing this 
letter because I seldom talk to you frankly. I always make you feel angry, but I 
want to have a good relationship with you. We rarely see each other because you 
are busy. Sometimes I just want you to stay with me. You even don't have time 
to worry about me. You seldom show up on the Parents' Day. You don't read my 
school report even though I perform well. When my performance was not good, 
you said I was lazy. You just don't understand my difficulties. It seems you don't 
care about me.    
 
 A few days ago, my teacher recommended a book to us. The name of the 
book is ‘Where the Wild Things are' by Maurice Sendak. The main character in 
the book is Max, who is a naughty boy. One day, he argues with his family. Then 
he arrives at a forest. In the forest, he becomes the king of all wild things. He is 
excited about that. But one day, all of the animals are hungry, and they want to 
eat Max. He doesn’t know what he can do. He regrets. Luckily, he escapes 
successfully. After that, he goes home and realises that his mum loves him so 
much. 
  
 This story told me that the family is important. It stated that no matter what 
we suffer, the family is the only place where we can find love. From the story, I 
learnt that everyone in the world has his or her problem. We should understand 
each other. In the future, I hope we can talk more so that I can know more about 
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your life. I think we can make a family day at weekends. Let us play and sing 
together.  
 
 Another thing I learnt from the story is that we need to trust our family. In 
the story, Max did not believe his mother, so he got hurt. He is like me. I felt hurt 
because I didn't trust that you love me. In fact, every day after work, you are 
already very exhausted, and you need a rest. Being your daughter, I should also 
care about you. 
 
 All in all, I hope we can talk more. 
 
Love, 
Kayla 
 
( image source : http://www.silhouettevectorstock.com/blog/mom-and-child-silhouette/ ) 
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[16] 6A Lee Ka Ki, Taylor 
 

Beach Cleaning 
 

Dear Organizer,  
 
 I am writing to express my concern 
about the activity which will be held next 
month. I firmly believe beach cleaning is 
the best and ideal activity among the three 
activities.  
 
 Firstly, beach cleaning not only 
benefits human, but it also helps animals. 
There is no denying that humans dump toxic into the water once in a while. It is 
somehow a ubiquitous phenomenon in places which are not supervised. 
Businessmen aspire to cut down the cost of tackling the trash and earn more 
profits. Consequently, the beach will be filled with harmful materials which will 
poison animals. Since the government is not taking concerted action to solve this 
problem, I assume we should take the lead to address this issue. 
 
 Moreover, since we consume lives in the sea, we should clean the beach for 
our own sake. Primarily, no one wants to consume toxic fish. Cleaning the beach 
prevents us from consuming plastic or glass. If we accidently eat the poisonous 
fish, we will suffer from serious illnesses. People may end up staying in hospitals 
overnight. Additionally, cleaning the beach can ameliorate Hong Kong's image. 
Most of the beaches in Hong Kong do not have sufficient people to keep an eye 
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on the environment. People throw their unwanted things away without feeling 
ashamed. Tourists coming to Hong Kong assume beaches are clean and beautiful. 
If they see the clean beaches, they will think of Hong Kong positively. 
 
 I sincerely hope you will take my advice. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
Taylor Lee 
 
( image source : http://www.hkcna.hk/content/2012/0805/152767.shtml ) 
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[17] 1D Yuen Wing Ho 
 

A Roomy and Harmonious School 
 
HHCKLA Buddhist Leung Chik Wai College is situated in Tuen Mun. 
 
Our Facilities 
There are 744 students at our school. We have a spacious hall for assembly. 
 
School activities 
There are Chinese Drama Club, Basketball Club and many other clubs in our 
school. Not only is our school roomy, but it is bright. 
There is a Home Economics room on the second floor. There is a Science Lab 
opposite the computer room. 
  
Come and visit our school! Our open day is on 3 October. Call 2461 6672 for 
more details! 
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[18] 4A Yeung Long Ching 

 
A Letter to a Friend 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Tommy, 
 
 How are you getting on? I’m really sorry for not writing. Last time you taught 
me how to cook and it really worked out well! Guess what? All my family tried 
it and it’s now their favourite food. I’m really glad to see that. 
 
 As you know, my parents were divorced when I was very young. I basically 
know nothing about it because I was so young at that time that I forgot almost 
everything that happened. My mum met her new boyfriend Tom last year and 
they are planning to tie the knot soon. Tom is a nice guy and he really cares about 
us, so I guess it’s OK for my mum to marry him. 
 
 In fact, I am kind of worried about it. Just between you and me, I am actually 
quite scared about getting along with a new dad. First and foremost, I don’t really 
know how to talk to him, I mean, in what way. Since he will be my new dad, I 
am supposed to treat him like a dad, right? To be honest, I can’t somehow 
because when I talk to him, I can only see him as a friend. 
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 Also, when my mum gets married with Tom, I will have to move to his house. 
That is a huge problem! I will have to face a totally new environment and my 
life will be such a hard one without you and my friends. You guys are important 
to me! In addition, maybe I will have to switch to a new school and I will know 
no one there! That’s why I want to stay at mum’s house instead of living at Tom’s 
home. Unfortunately, I may have to move as a result of my mum’s decision. 
 
 Lastly, I am afraid that I may lose my freedom if they really get married. 
Since I don’t know Tom very well, he may be a super strict father! The worst 
part is we may squabble over the issue of my freedom. 
 
 Anyway I have to stop now because I have loads of homework waiting for 
me! Please give me some advice by dropping me a few lines. Bye! 
 
Yours 
Chris 
 
( image source : http://media.salon.com/2014/12/shutterstock_133378736.jpg ) 
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[19] 4A Yeung Wai Yin, Vani 
 

Don’t Give up 
Dear Lisa, 
 
 Hey, how are you? I know that you’ve decided 
to give up your studies so that you can be a full-
time actress. I understand that you’re enthusiastic 
about being an actress, but is that really the only 
career path that you can pursue by giving up your 
studies? I’m really worried about your decision, sis! 
 
 Firstly, I’m extremely worried about your living 
after you give up your studies. I think you have to face the reality as it’s always 
very important for everyone to get a certificate of their academic performance in 
order to fulfil their dreams. No matter how good your acting is, large companies 
would always look at your certificates before they hire you. Have you ever 
thought of the situation if no company hires you? Then you’ll get no income. 
Maybe they’ll still give you a chance to act as a student but as time goes by, 
you’ll never know if they’ll still hire you in the future or not, right? 
 
 Further, I’m worried that you don’t think clearly before you give up. It’s 
really valuable for you to have a chance to study in the USA. Not many people 
could have this experience even though they’ve been putting all their effort into 
their studies. What if you find that you regret? You can never go back to the days 
when you can study at school. 
 
 You know what? Mom and dad have high expectations on you and that’s why 
they’ve spent a lot of money in order to let you study in the USA. I understand  
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that you want to spend more time practising your acting skills and become an 
extraordinary actress, but what if you find that it’s no longer your dream when 
you grow older? 
  
 I really hope that you’ll understand my worries and continue with your 
studies and of course your acting career. Also, remember to talk to me when you 
need me. I’m always willing to talk with you as you’re my best sister. 

 

Best wishes, 
Vani 
 

( image source : https://cdn.vectorstock.com/i/composite/41,56/grunge-letter-vector-304156.jpg ) 
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[20] 4B Chan Pui Lam, Pauline 
 

Precious Family Forever 
 

Dear Mum, 
 
 Can you imagine how nervous I 
am now while I am writing this? I am 
shy, and I seldom talk to you frankly. 
Being your daughter, you want me to 
do better. But I am not smart, and so, I 
may not be able to do what you want. 
I know I always give you much 
trouble. Sometimes, you are annoying, and I always argue with you. Do you 
know why I always talk to my friends?  It is because I am lonely. You seldom 
talk to me because you are very busy. The only thing I can do is to play with the 
mobile phone in my bedroom. Sometimes you are nice, sometimes you are bad. 
When I forgot to do my homework, you hit me. But when I said I wanted a new 
mobile phone, you bought it for me immediately. Though I am your daughter, I 
still can't figure out whether you love me or not. I don't understand why you say 
you love me, but you always argue with me and hit me. 
 
 Recently, my English teacher recommended a short story to us. The story is 
about a mischievous boy called Max. One day, he argues with his mum because 
he is lonely and he wants to control this world. His mum is angry and asks him 
to go to his bedroom. He feels angry and leaves home. He then spends almost 
over a year going to where the wild animals are. He becomes the king of the wild 
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animals. Finally, he finds that the wild animals don't love him. When he is home, 
he finds his supper waiting for him, and it is still hot. 
 
 When I finished the story, I thought Max should talk to his mother more so 
that they understand each other more. We should build our family relationship 
on obedience and understanding. For us, I think I should talk to you more often. 
I remember that once I was doing a project in Tai Hing Estate at night, you were 
worried that I did not have anything to eat, so you came and gave me food! When 
I said I wanted to have a new mobile phone, you said ‘No!' but finally, you still 
bought it. 
 
 I just want to let you know that in my deepest heart, I love you very much. 
 
Lots of love, 
Pauline 
 
( image source :  

https://acreditarelutar.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/silhouette-of-mother-playing-with-her-son-in-the-

meadow_1150-414.jpg?w=1075 ) 
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